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an enomtous predictive power.
Nevertheless, the CDM paradigm predicts a dendity profile which corresponds to the Navarro-FrenkWhite profile which is iusp aná singular in the center of the galaxies. Howeveü observations in LSB
gahxiós show a density profile which seems to follow an almost constant density proffe-. In this
ivork we show that a fláfcentral density profile naturally arises within the scalar field dark matter
hypothesis. This adds evidence in favor that the cold dark matter in galaxies can be identified with

Abstract. The Lambda Cold Dark Matter model has recently shown

the scalar field.

1. INTRODUCTION
Dark matüer in the universe seems to be one of the most important pazzles science has
to face in this moment. These component account for the 23Vo of the tot¿l material
content ofthe universell,Zl and it existence has been only detected trough gravitational
interactions. The fact that the dark matter does not interact with the rest of the matter
components of the universe implies an important pazzles for ths Standard Model of
Particles (SMP) as well.

Addressing the dark matter problem The Lambda Cold Dark Matter model (LCDM)
is very successful at cosmological level. Nevertheless, some problems of this model
at galactic level have arisen, (Moore [3], Burkert [4] and T]son et al t5l). The CDM
.paradigm predicts a density profile which corresponds to the Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) profile [6] given
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This cusp density profile seems to have some differences with the observed profiles of
LSB galaxies, see de Blok et alf7,8,9l and Simon et al [10]. The evidence points to the
fact that, in the central regions, galaxies prefer to follow an almost flat density profile.
In this work we review the main feature of the Scalar Field Dark Matter hypothesis
(SFDM) which recover the success of CDM at cosmological level. We also review
some analytical solutions of the flat and weak field ümit of the Einstein- Klein-Gordon
equations within the SFDM model. With this solutions we show that its scalar field
dénsity profile corresponds to a halo with an almost flat central density and that this halo
coincidés with the CDM model in a large outer region. Such a result could solve the
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problem of the cusp dark matter halo in galaxies without extra hypothesis, adding to the
viability of the SFDM model.

2. THE SCALAR FIELD DARK MATTBR MODEL
We work within the specific context of the so-called'strong self-interacting scalar field
dark matter' hypotheiis that has recently been developed by several aulhors, Matos and
tJreña-LÍpeziIt, tZ,13l, Matos and Guzmián [14], Alcubierre et al U5, 161, UreñaL6pezllTl (see also Peebles [18]).
'ift" SlOtr¿ scenario can be explained as follows' We suppose that the dark matter
(D, minimally
responsible for structure formation in the Universe is a real scalar field,
coupled to Einstein gravity with self-interaction parameterized b-Y a-potential energy'
model,
Therefore, we propose theiollowing effective Lagrcngian for the
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and ma are the free parameters of the model; the latter is recognized as the
and mp can be fixed by imposing that the
mass of the scaiar field. The values of
l2l,
SFDM model should reproduce the success of CDM at cosmological scales
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The behavior of the SFDM obtained from the lagrangian (2) is the following' After
and during inflation, the universe is dominated by the radiation component, the scalar
potential i-s exponential and is far from the minimum' The large value of ,1, makes the
'scalar
matter iub dominant and behave as part of the radiation fluid. After inflation, the
universe has cooled and the scalar field approaches the minimum of the potential, ceases
to follow the radiation fluid, and begins to behave as a dust fluid (see M. S. Türner [19]).
From this time on, the evolution of the homogeneous and isotropic universe proceeds
exactly as in the LCDM model'
1'he latter is also true for the development of scalar fluctuations, which, grow as in
lOpc.-is
the CDM case, except that all structure on scales smaller than lo
suppressed. This facf eventually prevents the formation of too much substructure like
dwarf galaxies in clusters. At the other hand, the collapse of the scalar field form bound
objects'of the size of a galaxy. Numerical simulations for the collapse of a single scalar
flu"ctuation, which ends ás a sélf-gravitating scalar object called oscillatonÍZ0, 15, 16,2Il
have shown that this objects avoid the formation of gravitationally bounded objects with
a cusp density profile, the energy density profile of oscillatons is regular everywhere'
Osciúatons are itable scalar condgurations if their mass is below the critical value[16]
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For the scalar mass value (3), we get M"¡¡
lor2Mo, which is roughly the mass content
of a typical galaxy.Also, numerical studies within the weak-gravity regime have shown
that a galaxy scalar fluctuation rapidly vrralizesl22} which seems to be in accord with
observations ofthe oldest galaxies in the universe[23].
We want to underline the fact that the scalar field has no interaction with the rest
of the matter, thus, it does not follow the standard lines of reasoning for the particleüke candidates for dark matter. The scalar field was not themralized, that is, the scalar
field forrns a Bose condensate, and thus behaves strictly as cold dark matter from the
beginning (see J. Lee and L Koh l2AD.In what follows we briefly describe the SFDM at

galactic level.

3. DENSITY PRONLES FROM A FLAT SPACE.TIME
For the scenario of galactic formation with the SFDM hypothesis, whgn the scalar field
fluctuations reaches the non-linear regime, the scalar field collapses in a different way
as the standard CDM. In a normal dust collapse, as for example in CDM, there is in
principle nothing to avoid that the dust matter collapse all the time. In the scalar field
paradigm this collapse is different. The radial and angular pressures are two natural
components of the scalar fleld which stops the couapse, avoiding the cusp density
profiles in the centers of the collapsed objects. The pressures play an important roll
in the SFDM equilibrium [25].
Galaxies have a weak gravitational field. In this way, their space-time is almost flat.
We will suppose first that the space-time of the galaxy is flat. This is a crude approximation but it shows us with great clarity the physics taking place in the oscillatons. In
the next section we perforrn the weak field limit to the Einstein-Klein-Gordon (EKG)
equations and show that the density profile remains almost flat and regular in the center

ofthe galaxy.
Imposing spherical symmetry, we work with the line element

ds2: -e2ud* +e4tdf
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p(nt) and v v(r,t), being this last function the Newtonian potential. The
energy momentum tensor of the scalar field is
with ¡r
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- v - 0 and making the approximation of the potential
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(we will see later that it is nor a so
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bad approximátion neither in the flat or weak field cases) the Klein-Gordon equation
9 A - dV ld@: 0, where s¡ands for the DAlambertian, reads
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where over-dot denotes d /dt and, prime denotes
the scalar field (D is

a(t,r\

d

/dr.

The exact general solution for
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where we obtain the dispersion relation l*
co2
For o) > ma the solution is
non-singular and vanishes at infinity. We will restrict oi¡rselves
to this*case. It is more
convenient to use trigonometric functions and to write the particular
soiution in the

-m[.

form
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it is not a solution to the Einstein equations as we are neglecting the
gravitational force prov_oked by the scalar field, the solution
is anaytic a'nd it ñelps
us to understand some featwes that appear in the non-flat oscillatons.
The scalar field
oscillates in harmonic manner in time. and it spreads over all space,
ne., it is not
a ñnite region, as we are neglecting thé gravitational interactions.
In ureña9o1fine{-t9
López, [17], and TJreña-Lópz. Matos and Becerrili26l has been
shown that when the
gravitational interaction is taken into account, the óscllaton gets
confined in a finite
region. The analytic expression for the scalar field energy densr:ty
¿e¡ve¿ from Eq. (9)
Even though
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which oscillates with a frequency 2crl. observe that close to the central
regions of the
object, the density ofthe oscillaton behaves like

p,

- lUoort? fo.2 - t? cos2 (o,t)l + o@)

(12)

which implies that the density is almost constant in the central
regions, i.e. when.r __+ 0
a fixed value. Recall that this is an exact solution of
the Klein Gordon field equation, so this behaviors arise naturally.
on the other hand, the asymptotic behavior when ¡ -*
-, is such that pa
far away from the center, in this approximation, the flat oscillaton
1.e,
density próné
behaves like the isothermal one. Nevertháess, if the gravitational
inteiaction is taken into
account, the object must be confined (see ureña-López,
lr7l, and ureña-López, Matos
and Becerril [26]) and a more realistic profile should ctrangé this
bJavior. buviousty,
the mass function oscillates around. M
¡. In this approxiniation trr"int"gxut"d mass of
the scalar field gives an infinite value.
In order to understand what is happening within the object, observe that the
KG
equation can be rewritten in a more convenient form in tenns'ot the
energy density,

tle 9e¡tal density oscillates around
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where 9q is the momentum density Zg1. This last equation has a clear interpretation:
equation (13) repreSincs its form looks like the conservation equation, B +V .
sents the conservation ofthe scalar field energy. It also tells us that there is a scalar field
current given by

i:0,
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Although the flux of scalar radiaüon atlarge distances does not vanish, there is not a net
flux of energy, as it can be seen by averaging the scalar current on a period of a scalar
oscillaüon. We also see that the only transformation process is that of the scalar field
energy densiry into the momentum densit¡ and vice versa. For the realistic values this
transfer is very small.
In the next section we will see that if the gravitational force is taken into account,
the oscillaton is more confined (see also Ureña-López, ll7l,Urcfra-López, Matos and

Becerril [26] and Alcubierre et al [16])

4. DENSITY PROFILES FROM THE WEAK.FIELD LIMIT
In this section we make the analysis of the oscillaton behavior in the presence of a weak
gravitational field. In the weak fleld limit the space-time metric can be written as

: rlap *h"B
(r4)
ndlh"pl( I isasmallcorrectiontoit.Considering
8a9

wererlsp istheMinkowskimetric

spherical symmetry (5) the non zero perturbations
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ln this case the dynamics of the scalar field is given by the Linearized EKG equations
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where Rop is the first order Ricci tensor in hop and Kt:\nG the equation (18) is the
same as in the flat space (see S. Weinberg [27]),tben the solution of (18) will be in the
form (9). Following Ureia-Lúpez [17] and Ureia-L6pez. Matos and Becerril [26] we
propose for ¡r and v

tt(t,r) :
v(t,r) :

(1e)

¡tq(r) + tr2(r) cos(2ar)
v6(r) + v2(r)cos(2at)

Replacing this anzats we obtain a closed system of linear equations
and O. It is convenient to introduce the scaled variables
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In terms of these new variables the solutions for the scalar field and the r-dependenl
functions of the penurbations to the metric are
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Observe that the final solution for the space-üme metric and the scalar field depend only
on two parameters: the scalar field ampütude o6 and the quotient C2: almo. If we
require a non-singular and asymptotically flat solution for the x-dependent scalar field
part we have to restrict O > 1. On the other hand remember that the weak field limit is
maintained only if lh"pl
1. Both g¿(.r) and ¡r2(.r) are bounded and have an oscillatory
nature. On the contrary v6(x) and v2(x) are increasing unbounded functions however it
is possible to find a space range, starting from the origin, where lh¡sl
I and lárr I < I
(see A. Bernal,T. Matos and D. Nuñez l25l and C. Misner, k.Thorne and J. Wheeler
[28]). Those conditions are satisfied if
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The analytic expression for the scalar field energy density is given by po
our case it reads as
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where we have defined U2
o is the spatial part of the scalar field and prime
denote d l0x. As in the flat space case when ¡ --+ 0 the central density oscillates around
a fixed value, this is because both v(*) and ¡r(.r) are regular at the origin.
In the flgure I we compare the density profile from the weak field which is analytical, and the density profile from a relaüvisüc oscillaton obtained with the numerical
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Weak Field Densitv Profile
Belativistlc Densitli Prof ile
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The input values for the relativistic oscillaton are specifed in A, Bernal, T, Matos and D.
Nuñez [25] . The output value for Q is I . I 8 I 00, given this, the value for op is I .59156e-3 . The rescaled
does not have units because the change of variables (21) and the density's, p, units are in temrs ofM2, for
l. For these values of oe and Q the flat density profile is equal to the weak field density
this graphic M2
profile.

Í'IGURE
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solutions in Ureña-López, Matos and Becerril t261. O is an output value of the relativisC), in the weak field, the lastly free parameter o¡ is obtained

tic oscillaton. Taking this

scaling the cenfal scalar field amplitude to the central scalar field amplitude for the
relativistic oscillaton (see [25]).
It so important to note that because the change of variables made (21) the units and
the magniiude of the energy-+nomentum density (29) arc in terns of IP
"P*lrro.ln
A. Bernal, T. Matos and D. Nuñez [25] the scalar fleld mass is taken as (3) and the fits
with some LSB galaxies density profiles are made. Finally we have to point that we have
been working with an approximaüon of the SFDM potential (2) however we found that
l0-2 so it is valid to
in the weak fleld limit the argument of the cosh goeilike 1/rcú"O
just
for
study the complete
quadratic
potential
limit.
Further
work
account
in
this
take
a
potential.

:
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5. DISCUSSION
There are many theoretical proposals that go beyond the standard modcl of particles,
among which the most successful are the superstring theory and the brane models. A
common feature of alt of these super-theories is the existence of scalar fields: the so
called dilatons, radions, etc., which are key elements by themselves. The presence of
scalar fields in these models is surprising, since no fundamental scalar field has ever
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been detected, nor even the so-needed Higgs panicle of the SMP. There are only four
fundamental interactions in Nature: gravitational, electromagnetic, strong and weakGravitation is a spin-2 interaction, and the others are spin-l. As there is not evidence for
the existence of a fundamental scalar field nor of a spin-0 interaction, it seems that our
super-theories have to have an internal mechanism to suppress their own scalar fields.
But, the evidence is not at all conclusive and we should ask: did Nature forget the most

simple interaction?
On one hand, we have to face the theoretical existence of fundamental scalar fields;
on the other hand, we have to face the problem of the missing matter in the universe. A
deal seems possible: could it be possible that Nature did include the spin-O interaction
and made it the dominant one as part of what we called dark energy and dark matter?
We have seen in this work how the SFDM scenario offers the same results as the
concordance LCDM model at large scales but it is different at galactic level. The SFDM
provides a new paradigm for galaxy formation that seems to be in accord with actual
observations. ff this model is realistic, it could give us a solution of the dark matt€r
problem and give us a connection between our supertheories, the simple spin-0, long
range interaction and the actual observations ofthe universe.
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